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Let Z(t) be the population at time t of a critical age-dependent branching process. Suppose 
that the offspring distribution has a generating function of the form f(s) = s + (1 - s)““L(l- s) 
where ar E (0, l] and L(X) varies slowly as x +O+. Then we find, as t 404, (P{Z(t) > 
O})“L(P{Z(t) >O})- p/crt where p is the mean lifetime of each particle. Furthermore, if we 
condition the process on non-extinction at time t, the random variable P{Z(t) > 0)2(t) converges 
in law to a random variable with Laplace-Skiehjes rransform 1 - u (1 + u~)-“~ for u 2 0. Moment 
conditions on the lifetime distribution required for the above results are discussed. 
age-dependent branching process exkinckion probability 
critical branching process exponential imit law 
1. Introduction and notation 
Let 2” denote the size of the nth 
suppose Z0 = 1 and put pk = P{Z 
p. + pI <: 1 is assumed. The limiting 
Slack under the hypothesis 
I 
generation of a Galton-Watson process. We 
= k}, k =O,l,...,. To avoid trivial cases 
behavior of Zn has been examined by R.S. 
k=O 
for a E (0, l] and L(x) a slowly varying function as x + O+. Note that this implies 
f’(l-) = c kpk = 1 so the process is a critical one. I-Ie showed [7, Lemma 21 that 
lim arn[ 1 - fn (O)J*L [ 1 - fn (O)] = 1 
n--+w 
(2) 
where fn is the n-fold composition of f and then determined the limiting 
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distribution of the random variable 2, [ 1 - fn(O)] conditioned on Z,, # 0. Karamata 
[6] obtained this result in a broader context. 
In this paper we generalize Slack’s result to the case of the age-dependent 
branching process, with offspring distribution given by (1). Let Z(t) denote the 
number of particles at time t of such a process (Z(0) = 1 is assumed) and put 
F(s, t) = xF,,P{Z(t) == k}s’. Assume the offspring distribution given by (1) and a 
lifetime distribution G with G(O’j = 0. We now state our principal results as 
follows: 
Theorem I. Let Z(t) be an age-dependent branching process with ojJspr&g generat- 
f satisfying (1) and lifetime distribution G with I xdG(n) = p < 00. 
Suppose further there exists y > 0 such that t '+(*'*)+l[l - G(t)] --) 0 as t --) 00. Then 
i A) lim Q! t [ 1 - F(0, t)]“L[ 1 - F(O, t)] = 19 I-+= P 
iJ9 lim P{[l - F(0, t)]Z(t) s x 1 Z(t) f 0) = H(X) ;-4z2 
where the distribution function H has Laplace-Stieltjes transform 4(u) = 
1 - u(1 + ua)-l? 
Remark. The continuity of H may be verified directly using Theorem 6.25 of [3]. 
2. Proof of Theorem l(A) 
To prove (A) we compare the behavior of 1 - F(0, t) with that of 1 - fi&O). 
Here, and ia J;imilar cases, [t/p] denotes the greatest integer s t/p. To do this we 
require she following lemmas. 
a 1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and let E > 0. ‘l%en 
(A) 
iw 
n = [(I + 9)tlru.l =+ I =5 Km&f w , 
1 - F(0, ;r 
n’=[(l-O/p] =3 lhn2Jp 1_f (o) s 1. 
n’ 
Proof. Lemma 1.6 of [Sj gives the inequality 
1-fi~s)-(l-s)G*i(t)~1-F(s,t)cl-fi(s)+(l-s)[l-G+‘(~t)], (3) 
tao, Ocsel, j=1,2 ,..., 
where G*’ is the j-fold convolution of 6. To prove (A), put n = [(I + E)t/p] and 
obtain from the left side of (3) with s = 0 and j = n that 
G*“(t) ~ 1 - F(0, t) 
1 - i--f,(o) - 1 - fn (0) l 
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Thus (A) will be proved if we show that G *“(t)/( 1 - f” (O))-+ 0 as t --) 00. From (2), 
l/(1 - fn (0)) - (arnL [1 - fn (O)])“’ where the notation - means that the ratio of the 
two sides tends t y 2 property of slowly varying functions (see [4], 
Section VII 8, [i - fn {O)])"a G [ 1 - fn (O)l_” for any fixed 6 > 0 
whenev& n is sufficiently large. Combining the results yields 
and if 6 > 0 is chosen suitably small we obtain l/(1 - f”(O)) s ~t(“~:+~ for t large 
where c is constant and y is given in Theorem 1. This implies that 
0 S lim sup fl S lim sup c?(““)+~G *“(t). r*= *- * I-+= 
However the hypothesis t 1+(1’a)+~l - G(t)]+ 0 implies that f(“a)+y[l - G*“(t)]+0 
as t + 00, using Theorem 4 of Baum and Katz [Z] exactly as is done in Lemmas 1.11 
and 1.12 of Goldstein [5]. Therefore G *n (~)/(l - f,, (0)) -+ 0 as t + 00 which proves 
(A) 
To prove (B) we proceed analogously, setting E > 0 and n’ = [(l - +/CL]. The 
right side of (3) gives 
l-G*“‘(t) l-F(O,t), 1, 
1 - fn@) 1 - fit*(O) l
As before, 
0 6 lim sup m < lim sup CI(~‘~)+~[ 1 - G *“‘(t)] 
t-+= n’ r-m 
and the final term tends to 0 as t + CQ proving Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, 
Proof. We will show that given 6 > 0 there exists 28 > 0 and T such that if we define 
n and n’ as in Lemma 1, 
~_s<1_f.(o),~ 
1 - fn@) 
whenever t > T and E < 5X 
First note that n > n’ + fn(0) > fna(0) by the monotonicity of f so the right side of 
(4) is true. For the left inequality we have 
because, from (1) and (2) 
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Ff+ = 1 - [l - fk (O)J”L[l - fk 691 
-k 
2 >l-- cuk for k large. 
But the final expression in (5) is asymptotically 
( 2/a > 
t 2elp 
l - [(I - E)tIp] 
and converges to e -4F’a(1-e) which can be made > 1 - 6 if 8 is chosen sufficiently 
small. This yields (4). Combining (4) and Lemma 1, we have for q > 0, 
for all E sufficiently small whenever t is large. 
Using the fact that fn(0) is increasing in n and n’s [t/p] s n we have 
1 - F(0, t j 
l-fn(O) 
cl+7 and 1-,l-r) 1 - fn’(O) 
r>O l-F(W), l-F(O,Q, l- Wtt) 
1 - fn*(O) 1 - fwr 1(O) l-jfn(O) 
for all 
9 
which combined with (6) yields 
1 - q S lim inf ‘-+O- 
1-F(09r) < limsup l.Z!ShLl, l+q 
1 - f[l,Ml(O) r--a= 1 - f[,,*](O,l l 
Since 7 >O was arbitrary, Lemma 2 is pfi,ved. 
To prove Theorem l(A) we note that thie conclusion 01 Lemma 2 implies that 
L[l -- F(0, t)l 
L]l -I* fWrI(a)l 
-,l as t---o, 
using Lemma 2 of [7]. Therefore, 
art/p11 - F(0, t)]"L[l - F(0, t)] 
f@ i:[tlp][l- f[t,/A*(o)]aL[l - f ,,p,(O)] = l* 
The denominator of this expression converges to 1 by (2); hence the numerator also 
converges to 1 and we have proved (A) of Theorem 1.. 
mof of Theimm X( 
Letu>Oandputy,=e . -uu-F(o*r)J The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the random 
variable [l - F(0, t)JZ(t) conditione on Z(t) # 0 is given by 
(y j’(l) 1 Z(t) f 0) 
=: F(y,, t) - F(0, t) = 1 1 - ,F(y,, ‘) -- 
1 - F(0, t) 1 - .F(O, t) ’ 
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To prove (B) of Theorem 1 it suffices to show that 
i - F(y,, t)-+ 
1- r;l(O, t)
and then apply the continuity theorem for Laplace transforms. To do this we use 
the procedures developed in proving Theorem l(A) to analyze 1 - F(y,, t) by 
relating it to the behavior of 1 - fn(y,) with n near t/p. The next lemma relates this 
lasr expression to iterates of f(0). 
Lemma 3. Let f satisfy (1) and y, = e-“[*-F40*‘)~, u > 0. Define k = k (t) to be the 
unique non -negative integer such ;mt fk (0) s y, < fk+,(0) (note fo(s) = s). Then 
lim ’ - fn+k (Ok 
I-- 1 - fn(yr) 
= 1 uniformly in n. 
Proof. From the definition of k 
1 - fm+L (0) 2 1 - fn(yr) > I- fn+k+!(O)* 
Since y--,= + k+=, we have 
yyg = 1 - (1 - f”+k (O))“L[l - fn+k (O)]+ 1 as t-m 
- n+k 
unif - rmly in n proving Lemma 3. 
We now look at 1 - fn+k (0) for n near [t/p]. 
Lemma 4. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 3 and let E > 0. 
(A) If ‘n = [ El+ e)tfp], then lim,,, n/k = [(l + e)u”] and 
fi$ $+$= (1+ [(l+ ~Qu~]-~)-*? 
-II 
(B)lf n’= [ (1 - e)tJp], then lim,,, n’/k = [ (I- e)up ] and 
!ir&+g = (1 + [(1 - &)uq-‘)-‘~a. 
n’ 
Proof. To prove (A), let E > 0 and put n = [(l + &)t/p]. From Lemma 3, 
l+(O)_ l-‘!= u[l- F(0, t)] + o[l- F(0, t)l 
1 - fm (0) 1 - fn (0) 1 - fn (0) l 
To determine the limit of the last expression, note that Lemma 2 implies that 
1 - F(0, t) _ 1 - fide) _ nLu - fdo) 1 
l/a 
1 -fn(O) l-fn(O) [t/CL IL P - frw(O)l 
by (3. 
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Now 
which, 
t-+00. 
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1 -fm(O) > l-f”(o) 
1 a 1- frt,p](O) -, 1 - fi(O) 
by (S), is bounded below by an expression which converges to e-4s’a(‘-a) s
Therefore 
1 -fn(O) 
1 - fitld~) 
is bounded between two positive corlstants for t large and this implies 
L[l - fm(O)l 
L[l - ~rhLlco~1 + f 
as t -00 by the uniform convergence property of slowly varying functions [4, 
Lemma 2, p. 27). 
Thus 
Therefore 
($$$$‘+(l+e)u” as t--,a and m+l. 
BY m 
n_~l-fk(o)]* L[l_fk(O)l 
k [n - fnt”)la Lil - fnW1 
- (‘a>“-(1 + E)U* as t -00 (8) 
proving the first assertion of (A). 
From (2j and (8), 
1 - fn+k (0) _ (n + k)-'/"(L[l *- fn+k (O)])-“” 
1 - fn(0) * ?a-‘/“L[l - h(O)]-‘” 
- (1+ [(1+ E)Uq-I)-q L&-_fy$;l)-“u* 
n 
To prove the second as:sertion of (A) we nee only show that 
L[l - fm+k ((01 
L[l - fn(o1)l 
-+ 1 as t+n. 
To do this’we follow (5) to obtain 
Therefore 
L[l-fn+k(o)l-+ 1 as 
L[l - fn(O)l 
t--,03 . 
This proves the second assertion of (14). 
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To prove (B) we proceed as in (A) letting E > 0 and n’ = [(I - &)t/p]. This leads 
to (1 - F(0, t))/(l - fn(O))+ (1 - E)““ as t -00 and 
‘hm by (8), d/k 4 [(l - E )u a I-’ as t + 00 and 
ygf$y- (1+ [(1+ &)UP ]-‘)-1’a 
n’ 
which is assertion (B) of the lemma. 
Lemma 5. 
lirn 1 - F(y,, t) = [l + u-a]-l’a 
r-a: 1 - yt u ’ 
Proof. Let 8 >O and n = [(1+ &)t/p]. From the left side of (3) with s - yI we 
obtain 
!fl!p _ (-j*“(t) +E!y. 
t t 
From Lemmas 3 and 4, 
1 - fn(yt) _ 1 - fn+k (0) _ [I - fn+k (O)l/[l - f”(o,l 
1 - y1 I- fk (0) 11 - fk (“)]/[l - fm (O)] 
(1 + [(1+ &)UQ ]-‘)-+a 
(1 + &)‘/“U as t - 00 using (7). 
Since it was shown G*“(t)+0 as t --)a in proving Theorem l(A), we have 
lim inf 1 - F(y,, t) > (1 + [(l + E)ua ]-l)-l’a 
r-m l-y, A (1 + &)ltaU 
for every 8 > 0. Therefore 
lim inf 1 - F(Yl, t) ~ (1 + u-a)-“a 
I+= 1 - y1 u l (9 
Now put n’= [(1- e)t/p] and consider the right side of (3) with s = y, giving 
,F4y+ l- G*“‘(t). 
I t 
As before 
) (1 + [(l - &)U” ]-l)-l’a 1 - 4n’(y*) 
1 - yl (1- &)“24 
as t--,m 
and I- G*“‘(t)+ 0 as waz+ shown in proving Theorem l(A). Since E > 0 was 
arbitrary 
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lim “up 1 - F(y,, t) ~ II + u -a)-(“a) J I-WP 1 - yt u ’ 
Combining this result with (9) proves the lemma. 
To prove Theorem l(B) we have 
The first term in this product, 
and 
1 - yr 
1 - F(0, t) = 
uJ1 - F(0, t)] + o[ 1 - F(0, t)_l 
1 - F(0, t) 
--,U as t-00. 
Therefore, 
and 
1 - F(y, t) 
1 - F(0, t) 
+ (I+ u-=)-‘I= = g(l+ u=)-I’= 
We -u[l-F(0, t)]Z(c) 1 Z(t)# O}-+ 1 - u(1 + uO)-“O 
as t --) 00 proving Theorem 1. 
Remark. The moment condition t ‘war)+ 7 1 - G(t)] --, 0, assumed in Theorem 1, is 
stronger than necessary. In fact, if the offspring distribution has a fini 
IT’ and sgx dG(x) = p l :QO, I-Iarry Kesten [unpublished] has shown that 
t’[l - G(t)] --) 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for a”t/Zp [l - F(0, l)]+ 1 
to be true. 
In the case of a generating function of type (1) with L(O+) = c, Kesten’s proof may 
be adapted to show that the conclusion in Theorem l(A) holds if and onPy if 
t I+(“*)[1 - G(t)] -+ 0. 
Finding necessary and sufficient moment conditions on G for the case of a 
generating function satisfying (1) remains an open question. 
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